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Match these words and phrases from the text with their definitions: 1

h. a medical condition caused by doing the same action again and again. The text ... 6. to work out the shortest time needed to complete a job. â–¡. 7. to cut costs. 
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Match these words and phrases from the text with their definitions: 1. 3. 5. 7.



electronic tags surveillance ethical theft



2. 4. 6. 8.



battery farms privacy repetitive strain injury productivity



a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h.



the right of people to do things without being watched by other people the crime of stealing small devices used to check where someone is the rate at which someone works or the rate at which goods are produced places where chickens are kept in very small cages relating to beliefs about right and wrong the careful watching of someone by the police or the army a medical condition caused by doing the same action again and again



The text mentions a number of reasons for introducing new computer technology into the workplace. Look in the text and find the order in which these reasons appear. Write the letters a to h in the boxes next to each sentence, with a for the first one and h for the last one. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 10.



to cut out waste to check on whether workers are taking unauthorised breaks to send orders to reorder goods to instruct workers to collect goods to work out the shortest time needed to complete a job to cut costs to increase efficient delivery of goods to supermarkets to remove waste and reduce theft
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… … … … … … … … …



Firms tag workers to improve efficiency David Hencke Workers in British warehouses are beginning to wear “electronic tags”. Companies are asking them to wear small computers to cut costs and increase the efficient delivery of goods and food to supermarkets, a report revealed this week. New US satellite-based and radio-based computer technology means that some workplaces are more like “battery farms” that conditions are similar to “surveillance in prison”, according to a report from a professor of geography at Durham University, Michael Blakemore. The technology was introduced from the US at the start of the year and is spreading rapidly. Almost 10,000 employees are using it to supply well-known companies. Now trade unionists are asking for the introduction of special measures to protect workers’ privacy. Under the system workers have to wear computers on their wrists, arms and fingers, and in some cases they have to put on a vest containing a computer that instructs them where to go to collect goods from warehouse shelves. The system also allows direct access to the individual’s computer so orders can be sent from the store. The computer can also check on whether workers are taking unauthorised breaks and can work out the shortest time a worker needs to complete a job. Some experts are worried that the system could make Britain, which already has the largest number of street security cameras in the world, the most surveyed society in the world.
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In his report for the GMB union, Professor Blakemore said there were a number of ethical questions with the new technology. There was also a danger that computers were taking over humans rather than humans using computers. People are also worried that the new technology might create industrial injuries because of the need for workers to make repetitive movements with their arms and wrists, similar to the repetitive strain injuries found in people who use computers too much. But the companies say that the system makes the delivery of food more efficient. It also cuts out waste, reduces theft and can reorder goods more quickly. A spokeswoman for one supermarket said that the company was not using the technology to monitor its staff. She said it was making employees’ work easier and reducing the need for paper. But at the GMB’s annual conference in Newcastle this week one of the union’s national officers, Paul Campbell, said: “We are getting reports of people leaving their jobs after just a few days and in some cases just a few hours. They are all saying they don’t like the job because they have no input. They are just following a computer’s instructions”. Companies in the US are currently developing other monitoring devices, including ones that can check on the productivity of secretaries by measuring the number of times they hit the keys on their word processors; they are also developing satellite technology to monitor productivity in manufacturing jobs. The Guardian Weekly 10/06/2005, page 9



Are these statements True or False according to the text: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Trade unions are worried about the privacy of workers. Some companies believe the new system will increase the need for paper. People could be injured by the new technology. The computers will be able to tell when workers are taking unauthorised breaks. Workers wear the tags on their ankles. The technology was developed in the UK. Britain has more street cameras than any other country in the world. The technology is also used in battery farms and prisons.



Complete the table



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Adjective



Noun



efficient private worried similar authorised secure industrial repetitive



____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
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Put the following words from the text into the correct column according to their stress pattern: surveillance efficient repetitive A oyoo



electronic technology computer B oyo



security individual introduction



unauthorised industrial according



C ooyo



Look at this example from the text: Companies are asking them to wear small computers to cut costs. Make similar sentences by matching the beginnings and the endings. Check your answers in the text. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Trade unionists want special measures … The computer tells workers where to go … Companies are asking workers to wear electronic tags … Almost 10,000 employees are using the technology … New technology will soon be able … A spokeswoman for a supermarket said the company was not using the technology …



a. … to increase the efficient delivery of goods and food to supermarkets. b. … to monitor productivity in manufacturing jobs. c. … to monitor its staff. d. … to protect workers’ privacy. e. … to supply well-known companies supermarkets. f. … to collect goods from warehouse shelves. © Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2005 Taken from the news section in www.onestopenglish.com



1. Do you agree with the use of computer technology like these electronic tags? 2. To what extent are computers invading our privacy?
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KEY 1



Key words



1. c 5. f 2



4. a 8. d



2. e 6. f



3. c 7. a



4. h 8. b



Comprehension Check



1. T 5. F 4



3. g 7. b



Scanning



1. g 5. d 3



2.e 6. h



True or False?



2. F 6. F Vocabulary 1



3. T 7. T



4. T 8. F



Word-building



1. efficiency 2. privacy 3. worry 4. similarity 5. authorisation 6. security 7. industry 8. repetition 5.



Word stress



A: security, unauthorised. technology, industrial, repetitive B: surveillance, efficient, according C: electronic, introduction, individual



6. 1. d



Grammar focus 2. f



3. a
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4. e



5. b



6. c
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Match these words from the text with their meanings. 1. humility 2 

often at variance with the true progress of women". He said that one of these was the idea that women were regarded as less important than men. This idea ...
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vial of botulinum Match the words from the text with their meanings. 1 

cosmetic surgery. According to a progress report by the Iraq. Survey Group (ISG), delivered to the US Congress by the group's leader, David Kay,. Saddam had ...
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Complete the sentences using these key words from the text 

Complete the sentences using these key words from the text: environmentalist ... centre of Manhattan. Weinstock puts a ... painted the words "No Blood for Oil" on ...
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Complete the sentences using these words from the text: deforestation 

A large group of animals that live and move about together is called a ______ . 3. A ______ is someone ... deforestation," the authors say. Mr Kaimowitz said that ...
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bottle of botulinum Match the words or phrases with the definitions 

the form of Botox, it could also be used in cosmetic surgery to remove wrinkles. "We don't know if this scientist wanted to remove Saddam's wrinkles or kill people ...
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Match the verbs with their definitions circumvent curb veer proclaim 

query. 1. To start a major activity, such as a military attack, an investigation, a new career or a project. 2. To move suddenly in a different direction. 3. To solve a ...
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Match the words with the definitions: 1. posturing 2. shabby 3 ... - Moodle 

Janeiro suburb of Queimados, when the vicious reality of this image exploded in his face on a balmy evening last week. An unmarked car swung into view, and ...
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Linking Words and Phrases 

Mar 24, 2005 - 1 enumeration (points in order) a listing. 2 addition i reinforcement ii comparison b transition (leads to a new stage) c summary (gives a ...
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Match the words (1 - 8) with their meanings (a Å“ h): 1. deadly a. very 

Hong Kong say the Chinese move has come two months too late to save lives. Vital information on the virus, including the speed with which it spread in hospitals.
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Fill the gaps using one of these key words from the text: tag 

Fill the gaps using one of these key words from the text: tag ... Now look in the text and check your answers. ... according to a report from a professor of.
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Fill the gaps using these words from the text: tough ... - serverws4.com 

Gareth Chetwynd in Rio de Janeiro. Sixteen-year-old Marcelo Julio Gomes do. Nascimento secretly admired the police, because he could see that some people ...
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vial of botulinum Fill the gaps using these words from the text 

David Kay is _____ charge _____ the search for WMDs. 2. Botox is used to get rid _____ wrinkles. 3. The report contrasts _____ the UK government's dossier.
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Aurora : Transcripts & articles : Playing with Words: Typography and Text 

Download PDF of this article ... Written language is a way of communicating abstract ideas through symbols that we learn to ... type and text are graphic symbols, if they appear in films, they can be animated. ... funny Banana, for instance, uses pic
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Read carefully the text and match it with the good diagram 

The neutral phase. In the neutral state (neither El NiÃ±o nor La NiÃ±a) trade winds blow east to west across the surface of the tropical Pacific. Ocean, bringing ...
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Words listed below should be used in lieu of words or phrases with 

The following are two lists of operational brevity words and ... flight lead reserves the right to approve/deny the wingman's requested .... Indicates geometry where aircraft will maneuver to a position on opposing .... allow arcing; however, done ea
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Words listed below should be used in lieu of words or phrases with 

transmissions while executing tactics described in this manual. ... Training term used to denote simulated launch of enemy, all-aspect radar ..... separation and a positional advantage for future maneuvering when ... RAYGUN (Pos/Azi/Alt).
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French Vocabulary EXERCISE WORKSHEETS â€œWords & Phrases ... 

... your own audio recordings in the Facebook support page for constructive criticism). PRONUNCIATION. Easy Hard Almost there. 1. le mariage homosexuel. â˜�.
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THE VAUDOIS (WALDENSES) AND THEIR VALLEYS From J. A. 

foot of the Alps. Nor did the clergy conceal the regret with which they laid ... chestnut forests clothe their base; eternal snows crown their summits. ..... In their flight a great many were overtaken and slain. ... Pope Innocent VIII, who then fill
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These are the binary trees with 

3.2 (i) The characteristic equation is x â€“ 2 = 0' and the characteristic root is q ~ = 2. (ii) The characteristic ...... Quadratic formula, 362. Quotient, 191. Radius of ...
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Open-Endedness: Definitions and Shortcuts - The International 

may exhibit, and classify these as variation, innovation, and emergence. ... ample, in an object-oriented system, the meta-model would contain the concepts of 'class', 'object', 'method', 'associa- tion', and ... We may need to introduce new componen
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1 Definitions - Tony Reix 

Fermat theorem, the first part of the conjecture has been proved. Now, how can ... All references to theorems apply to properties of Lucas Sequences as given.
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Open-Endedness: Definitions and Shortcuts - The International 

one crucial design step is then the identification and im- plementation of relevant shortcuts. These will be research- dependent: they will depend on the specific ...Missing:
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CV: part 3 1) Complete this text about a CV using the words 

Resume/ CV: part 3. 1) Complete this text about a CV using the words listed below: Education â€“ experience â€“ font â€“ margins â€“ bold letters â€“ contact numbers ...
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1 Gagnepain and Lacan Thomas Ewens (Text presented at the 

Since Gagnepain's theory of mediation is a clinical anthropology, it seems to me ... There is inevitably a danger of oversimplifying on both sides of ... concerned, you will be glad to point out how badly I have misunderstood ... Lacan and why I thin
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